Differential modulation of hippocampal signal transfer by tuberomammillary nucleus stimulation in freely moving rats dependent on behavioral state.
Tuberomammillary histamine neurons (TM) in the posterior hypothalamus project to extensive parts of the brain, including the hippocampal formation. The purpose of the present experiments was to investigate whether activation of the TM modulates signal transfer from the perforant pathway (PP) or ventral hippocampal commissure (VHC) to the dentate gyrus (DG) in freely moving rats. Paired pulses of electrical stimulation were delivered to PP or VHC, and evoked field potentials (fEPSPs and pop spikes) were recorded in the DG. Before activating PP or VHC, the TM was triggered by electrical stimulation. Experimentation was performed during four behavioral conditions: exploration, grooming, awake immobility, and slow-wave sleep. Electrical activation of the TM was found to modify dentate fEPSPs evoked by PP or VHC stimulation without generating a field potential by itself. Train stimulation of the TM (100 Hz, 500 ms) preceding paired pulses on the hippocampus by 50 ms decreased dentate fEPSPs in dependence of the ongoing behavior and the pathway stimulated. During exploration but not consummatory behavior, the PP signal was reduced when preceded by TM stimulation; during consummatory behavior but not exploration, the VHC signal was reduced. In contrast to other hippocampal afferents which increase pop spikes but leave fEPSPs unchanged, TM stimulation decreased dentate fEPSPs without affecting pop-spike activity. Thus, the TM-histaminergic system seems to modulate signal processing in the dentate gyrus in a specific way, exerting an inhibitory action on the entorhinal input only during learning-related exploratory behavior.